Scheduler

Notice: We are currently implementing a new user tracking and scheduling system. Please create an account with your UChicago CNET in our new BookItLab system to continue using our resources.

Trained & qualified Users may reserve instrumentation time using our online scheduler:

Please follow the link: MPML Instrumentation Scheduler

The scheduler currently incorporates Materials Teaching & Design Lab and Quantum Transport Lab resources like 3D printers and the PPMS.

Our goal is to ensure adequate access to MPML resources for all interested users. Trained users may freely reserve as much time as they require. However, users must use the time they reserve and avoid making overly long and/or underutilized reservations that may block access for others. Users must also arrive promptly when a reservation starts and be ready to work. Excessive no-shows or continuous tardiness will lead to loss of scheduling privileges and/or other penalties.